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Abstract
This bibliography records publications of Alan Mathison Turing (1912–1954).
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Turing-like [DDL01]. Turing-Powerful [LP11]. Turing-Type [LOM+01].

Turing-Universal [DL06, QSW11]. Turinga [Hai17]. Turingmaschine [FOO71].

Turinga [Hod02b]. Turingmaschine [FOO71]. Tutte [Hai17].


Two [Ano89, Bau12, HS82, Pra95, Sha54, Ste00, Ste03, McG11, AWL+88].

Two-Dimensional [Ano89]. Type [LOM+01, Tia11, Tur48b]. types [NT42].

U [Gla03, Tur03, DB04]. U-boat [DB04]. Überleitung [Hod94k]. Ufer [Hod94c]. Ugly [Pip04, Pip05]. UK [BBLT06, CDL12, Jon17, Gla04, Man90].

ultra [DB04, GW14, Lew78, Ran17b]. Uncertainty [Buz12].

Uncomputable [CS11b]. undecidable [Dav65]. Understanding [Nau93, Cro94, Sen13, Foo92].

uniform [OS91]. unique [Ive15]. United [Tro93, Tro95]. unity [Lei01].

Universal [AG11, CK02, Deu85, DL06, KP02, Kill14b, NW12, QSW11, Rus89, Sha54, Aga01, CK12a, Cho12, Cop17b, Dav00, Dav12, FOO71, Kill14a, Mei12a, Nau93, Smi02, Wat12m, Arb95, Blo98, CP00, Her88, Her95, RTM04].

Universality [Del06, Mar11d, PSS11, Sut13]. Universe [MC12b, CSS17, Dys12c, HP15, Zen13, Sal12, CK12b, Dia12, GC12e, Bla14].

universelle [FOO71]. universellen [Mei12a]. University [Ano51, CFK+91, Fai12, Hai16, Jon17, Kru05, Rus89, Sal12, Shi14, vL13].

UNIX [CH83a, CH83b]. unknown [WS16]. Unmöglich [BT12].


umo [Cap05]. Upper [Kru05]. USA [CS11a, Kru05]. use [Hod03a, Tur42a]. USENIX [So83]. Using [PA11a, GAM11, HH84, HP88a, HP88b, Ho90, HH90].
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